In this paper, we analyze an  when the server is idle. The single server provides two modes of service. The server provides mode 1 service with probability 1  or mode 2 service with probability 2  , where 12 1   . After the completion of service (first or second), customers leave the system.
If the queue length is less than 'a', the server performs closedown work. After that, the server leaves for multiple vacation of random length. After this vacation, if the queue length is still less than 'a', the server leaves for another vacation and so on until he finds at least 'a' customers waiting in the queue. After the vacation completion, if the server finds at least 'a' customers waiting for service, he serves a batch of  customers, where ab  . The customers are served on the first come first serve (FCFS) basis. For the model under consideration, the PGF of the queue size at an arbitrary time and various performance measures are obtained. Cost model for the system is also derived.
Notations
The following notations are used in this paper. 
The supplementary variable technique was introduced by Cox [15] . Using supplementary variables one can convert non-Markovian models into Markovian models.
The steady-state system size equations are obtained as follows:
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To find the probability generating function (PGF) of queue size, we define the following PGFs: 
By multiplying the equations from (14) to (26) by suitable power of n z and summing over n , ( 0 n  to  ) and using (27),
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Solving (40) and (43), we get
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Substitute (35) to (37), (38), (41), (44), (45), we get 00 1 00 
PROBABILITY GENERATING FUNCTION OF QUEUE SIZE
In this section, the PGF, () Pz of the queue size at an arbitrary time epoch is derived.
PGF of Queue Size at an Arbitrary Time Epoch
If P(z) be the PGF of the queue size at an arbitrary time epoch, then
By substituting 0   into the equations (47) to (53), then the equation (54) becomes
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Steady State Condition
Using P(1)=1, the steady state condition is derived as 
Proof:
From equations (35) and (36) , we have
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Equating the coefficient of , 0,1, 2 ... , , 1 n z n a  on both sides of (72), we get .
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Expected Waiting Time
The expected waiting time is obtained by using Little's formula as:
where () EQ is given in (62).
Expected length of busy period Theorem 2:
Let B be the busy period random variable. Then the expected length of busy period is Proof:
Let T be the residence time that the server is rendering mode 1 service or mode 2 service. 
Now the expected length of the busy period is given by
ET is the mean service time. Solving for () EB, we get
Expected length of idle period Theorem 3:
Let I be the idle period random variable. Then the expected length of idle period is given by if the server finds atleast a customers after the first vacation J if the server finds less than a customers after the first vacation
The expected length of idle period due to multiple vacations 1 () EI is given by
On solving, we get 
COST MODEL
We derive the expression for finding the total average cost with the following assumptions. In Table 1, for Table 1 and Figure 1 , it is clear that the total average cost is minimum when the minimum threshold value is 8. 
